creationl.' While much in the poem may arise from suggestions too personal to unravel, I believe that certain features become clearly visible when they are studied in relationship to books that Christina Rossetti is known to have read, and experiences through which she is known to have passed.
Among the books read, by Christina Rossetti and the other Rossetti children was The Fairy Mythology of Thomas Keightley2. The author was a friend of the household and the book was a favourite with the children3. In his sometimes inaccurate but genially entertaining volumes Keightley has gathered fairy stories of many countries of dwarfs, elves, nisses and goblins. None of these stories contains the plot of Goblin Market, for Christina Rossetti's invention is obviously not based on simple derivation from one source. The whole decor of Goblin Market is, however, already present in Keightley. The volumes have numerous illustrations in which dwarfs and goblins are portrayed, in very much the same way as they are portrayed in Dante Gabriel Rossetti's second illustration to Christina Rossetti's poem. Out of this general similarity there emerges one passage which may hold within it the idee generatrice of Goblin Market. In his section on Great Britain, Keightley gathered together all the references to fairies in Shakespeare's plays. He found in A. Midsummer Night's Dream his richest source, and among the passages which he extracted is the following4: 'And when enamoured of Bottom, she [Titania] directs her Elves that they should Hop in his Walks, and gambol in his eyes, Feed him with apricocks, and dewberries, With purple grapes, green figs, and mulberries.' This passage is charmingly illustrated with an etching of the 'little men' who are bearing the tempting fruit to Bottom. It will be remembered that in Christina Rossetti's poem the main motive is of two sisters, Laura and Lizzie, who are tempted by the fruit proffered by goblin men, and among the fruit which they offer are Swart-headed mulberries, Wild free-born cranberries, Crab-apples, dewberries, Pine-apples, blackberries, Apricots, strawberries;-All ripe together. That both Christina and Dante Gabriel Rossetti knew Allingham is well established2, and they were both admirers of his work. Allingham, however, can have only brought back to her consciousness memories which she had long possessed in which the motive of temptation was closely linked with the proffering of rich fruits. The image had existed early within her memory and the elements of it which she gathered from Keightley had become associated with other modifying features. As early as 1847 she had written a poem entitled The Dead City, which obviously owes its origin to the story of Zobeide3 in The Arabian Nights. Zobeide describes in The Arabian Nights how she passed through a city full of people, motionless and petrified, standing as if they were statues, until she came finally to a palace of great magnificence, where she found a young man who could tell her the secret of this mystery. Christina Rossetti in The Dead City used this background: she has a city, and petrified people and a palace, but she omits the young man and substitutes an elaborate description of a banquet with the suggestion that it was for 'luxury and pride' that the city had suffered. In describing the banquet she returns to the motive of the tempting fruits found in Keightley and she unites this with an Arabian Nights setting:
All the vessels were of gold, Set with gems of worth untold.
In the midst a fountain rose Of pure milk, whose rippling flows In a silver bason rolled. In green emerald baskets were Sun-red apples, streaked and fair;
Here the nectarine and peach And ripe plum lay, and on each The bloom rested everywhere. When one remembers that such was the content and style of the less respectable side of the childhood reading of the Rossettis, one need not be surprised at the storm-swept wildness of some of the imagery in Goblin Market.
Such were some of the sources of suggestion which led to Goblin Market. Their organisation results in the most secure and attractive of all Christina's poems. To identify the impulses which led her to manipulate them, and the motive which gave them unity would lead one back to Christina's biography and to relating this poem with the rest of her creative work. My own view is that she explored here more fully than elsewhere her impulse towards resignation in her attitude to experience, present in her poetry by 1847. 
